
HOW TO SHOOT, EDIT, SHARE AND 

SAVE H4V
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Open the Camera app.

Select 4V (instead of 2D).

Touch area to focus or press/hold to lock focus.

You can adjust brightness with the slider next to the 

focus box.

Take a picture. You can open immediately in RED Player 

by selecting the circle with the image you just      

captured.
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HOW TO SHOOT, EDIT, SHARE AND 

SAVE H4V

In the RED Player, tap the display to bring up options.

• Select the edit mode by touching the pencil icon.

• Select the Holopix icon (next to the pencil icon) to 

share directly to Holopix.

• Select the Share icon to send the file almost 

anywhere.
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SAVE H4V

Make grading adjustments.

• Crop and Rotate - Change size and fix orientation.

• H4V Depth - The camera does a good job but you can 

adjust more or less here.

• Bokeh - Defocus the background. A lot is usually good.

• H4V Focus - Adjust if you want to change the point of 

interest.

• Brightness, Contrast, Saturation and Hue to adjust the 

“look”.
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SAVE H4V

After grading is done, select SAVE. 

This will bring up the SAVE AS option.
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HOW TO SHOOT, EDIT, SHARE AND 

SAVE H4V

Select where you want to save the edited file.

• We suggest setting up an “Edited” folder inside your 
Pictures folder to save your new files. This keeps your 
original image intact in your Camera folder.
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Once you choose your folder and hit Select, you can 

choose to save as H4V or QUAD.
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Saving as an H4V file let’s you immediately post on 

Holopix or text to share on Verizon Messages 

(Message+).

Quad 4V allows you to export to a 3rd party grading app 

and grade each quadrant separately. A full explanation 

of the 4-view formats are below.

Here, the image on the left was graded in RED Player using 
Bokeh, Contrast, Saturation and Brightness.

4V FORMAT OPTIONS 

H4V - This is the default 4V capture format and is the 

most flexible 4V cross-platform file format. On 

HYDROGEN it shows as a 4V image (with the option to 

toggle to 2D). On all other phones, browsers or 3rd party 

apps it shows up as a 4K 2D image. To say it another 

way, it is a 2D image with 4V metadata where 4V is only 

viewed on HYDROGEN devices. H4V can be edited and 

saved as either an H4V or Q4V (Quad) file in RED Player. 

H4V is recognized in RED Player, Holopix and can be 

sent by text using Verizon Messages. 

SBS (Pro) - This is the highest quality (resolution) 

capture format. It is a stereo pair side by side file, that 

ends with _fullwidth_2x1.jpg, and is useful for grading 

with 3rd party software. On HYDROGEN, it shows up as 

a 4V image. On other devices it shows up as a side by 

side stereo pair image. Once graded, it can be brought 

back into HYDROGEN and seen in 4V, but the file name 

must end in _fullwidth_2x1.jpeg. It can be saved in RED 

Player as an H4V or Q4V file. 

Q4V (Quad) - This is a true 4V file format with each view 

in a separate quadrant. Q4V is not an image capture 

format. It is only a result of converting H4V or SBS files 

to Q4V. You can use this to add effects and grade each 

view (quadrant) individually in 3rd party applications. 

This Q4V file, that ends in _fullwidth_2x2.jpg, can be 

viewed in 4V in the RED Player and in Holopix. It can 

only be seen as a 4-quadrant file on other phones, 

browsers or applications. Q4V cannot be converted back 

to an H4V or a SBS file. 

You now have the original SBS file in your Camera folder, 

a graded SBS file in your Pictures/Edited folder and 

a .h4v graded file in the same folder.


